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Throughout this workbook, you may notice several symbols that will help to guide through 
the work:

 
Anything that is important to know before you move on in the exercise will be 
called out with this symbol.
 

 Any tips that may help you with the tool will be called out with this symbol.

 Any additional notes will be called out with this symbol.
 

 1    INTRODUCTION

The Deforestation Alert System powered by Google Earth Engine is based on Imazon’s Sistema de 
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Alerta de Desmatamento (SAD) which has been operational since 2008.  SAD uses MODIS reflectance 
images to generate monthly deforestation and forest degradation alerts for the entire forest 
biome of the Brazilian Amazon.  The SAD forest change detection algorithm utilizes fractional 
information of Green Vegetation, Soil, Non-Photosynthetic Vegetation (NPV) and Shade to calculate 
NDFI (Normalized Differencing Fraction Index). NDFI is then used to detect forest changes between 
two consecutive dates. The results of this change detection algorithm are evaluated, and once 
validated, deforestation and forest degradation map alerts and statistics can be produced to inform 
authorities, forest and park managers and the general society about these forest threats. 
 
The success of SAD in Brazil encouraged Google to implement this system in the Google Earth 
Engine platform to allow other countries to quickly monitor forest changes.

 2    WORKFLOW OVERVIEW

Here is an overview of the steps you will take to generate and validate  a deforestation and forest 
degradation map, and create reports based on these maps.  Deforestation and forest degradation 
are detected automatically with the SAD algorithm. Analysts must then validate the automated 
detection before sending the alerts.

2.1 Sign in and select cells

 
You will sign into the Imazon Deforestation Alert System with your Google Account. All your 
validation work will be saved under your account, so that your progress can be continued at a later 
date, and tracked as part of the overall project.

2.2 Adjust your view and settings

 
The Imazon Deforestation Validation Tool has many settings that can be adjusted prior to validating 
deforestation or forest degradation of a particular map-cell. Use these settings to adjust your 
view and display, so that you can best determine the correct class of a particular area classified 
automatically as deforestation or forest degradation.

2.3 Validate the automatic classification

 
You will select an area or a group of areas to confirm or reject the automated classification results 
(deforestation, degradation, or forest classes).

2.4 Report deforestation and degradation

 
You will select a dataset (conservation units, indigenous territories, or other region of interest) or 
individual polygon, or create a custom polygon, and produce a spreadsheet report of how much is 
deforested or degraded.
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 3    SIGN IN AND SELECT CELLS

3.1 Sign in

 
1. Go to http://sad-training.appspot.com, and click “Sign in.”  
 
2. Sign in with your Google Account.
 
3. Click on ANALYSIS in the upper-right corner of the webpage. This opens the validation tool.
 
You will see a map of the Brazilian Amazon, with mega-cells covering it:

 

 
 
 
The validation process is conducted at the map-cell base level (the most detailed level) which are 
aggregated to intermediate cells, and then to mega-cells at the top level (the coarse map level).  The 
cells are color coded -- cells that have more detected deforestation and degradation are more 
orange in color, and those with less are more yellow in color. Users can start the validation process 
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in the areas that contain more deforestation and degradation.
 

3.2 Select a mega-cell to zoom in

 
1. Click on one of the mega-cells on the map to select it. This can be a new mega-cell that you 

choose, or a cell that you have selected in the past and would like to continue to work in.
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This will zoom you into the cell you selected for a closer look, where you must select a map-cell to 
validate. Cells with a striped pattern have cells that have been worked on, but not closed. When it’s 
closed, it's dark.
 
At any time, you can click “go back” in the red box in the upper-right corner, to go back to the 
previous screen, and choose a different cell.
 

3.3 Select a map-cell to validate

 
1. Click on a map-cell to validate its deforestation and forest degradation.
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This will zoom you into your selected cell, and will show the deforestation/degradation map which 
you will validate:
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 4    ADJUST YOUR VIEW AND SETTINGS

4.1 Change the layers

 
You can change the layers that you see in the map view by clicking on one of the buttons in the 
upper-right hand corner of the map.
 

 
 
 
1. Click on the top button to change visible layers. You will see a list of layers that you can make 

visible to help you validate:

 
 

 NDFI analysis: The raw difference between NDFI T1 and NDFI T0.
 Brazil States Public: Polygons for Brazilian States
 Brazil State Conservation Unit Public: Polygons for Brazil State conservation units
 Brazil Federal Conservation Unit Public: Polygons for Brazil Federal conservation units
 Brazil Municipalities Public: Polygons for Brazilian Municipalities
 LANDSAT L7_L1T: The most recent Landsat 7 image for the given location
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 SMA: The spectrally unmixed results from the Spectral Mixture Analysis, taking into account 
the separation of vegetation, soil, non-photosynthetic (non-green) vegetation, and shade, for 
the time being validated * 

 RGB: The unstretched visible spectrum RGB temporal composite for the time being validated  
(R = Band 1 from the 250m MODIS product, G = Band 4 from the 500m MODIS product, and 
B = Band 3 from the 500m MODIS product).

 NDFI t0: The Normalized Difference Fraction Index, which measures the fraction that is 
green vegetation to other (soil, non-photosynthetic [non-green] vegetation, and shade), for 
the previous month.

 NDFI t1:  The Normalized Difference Fraction Index, which measures the fraction that is 
green vegetation to other (soil, non-photosynthetic [non-green] vegetation, and shade), for 
the time being validated *

 Brazil Legal Amazon: The legal boundary of the Brazilian Amazon.
 True color RGB141 - A 2% linear stretch with R = Band 1 from the 250m MODIS product, G = 

Band 4 from the 250m MODIS product, and B = Band 1 from the 500m
 False color RGB421 -  A 2% linear stretch with R = Band 4 from the 500m MODIS product, G = 

Band 2 from the 250m MODIS product, and B = Band 1 from the 250m
 F color infrared RGB214 - A 2% linear stretch with R = Band 2 from the 250m MODIS product, 

G = Band 1 from the 250m MODIS product, and B = Band 4 from the 500m
 Validated polygons: The validated deforestation and degradation polygons drawn so far.

 
*  The “time being validated” is a temporal mosaic of the MODIS imagery chosen for the 
given month.

 
2. Make sure the boxes next to the following layers are visible (checked on):

 NDFI analysis
 Brazil Legal Amazon

 
3. Click on the bottom button to change map background. You will see the standard Google Maps 

backgrounds:

 Terrain: shows terrain map background.
 Satellite: show satellite imagery background.
 Roadmap: shows roads, boundaries, and points of interest.
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 Hybrid: shows satellite imagery background with roads, boundaries, and points of interest 
overlaid on top.

 
4. Select the circle next to “Hybrid” to change to the Hybrid map background. Then, if you prefer 

the “Terrain” map background, change it back to Terrain.

4.2 Adjust your view using the “Compare View” setting

 
The “Compare View” settings allow you to add additional “map views” to your view. You can use 
these “map views” for customizing what layers you see, which will help you determine if an area is 
deforested, degraded, or is standing and healthy.

1. Mouse over “Compare View” in the upper-right corner of the map.
 
2. Select the view with three side views.
 
3. In the top-right view, click the “Change Visible Layers” button, and 

make NDFI t0 layer visible.
 
4. In the middle-right view, click the “Change Visible Layers” button, and 

make the NDFI t1 layer visible.
 
5. In the bottom-right view, click the “Change Visible Layers” button, and 

make the LANDSAT L7_L1T layer visible.
 
Your screen should look like this:
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Now it is easier for you to compare your main map on the left with the other types of map 
visualizations, which will help you determine if an area is actually deforested or not.  Crosshairs 
appear in the center of the main window and map views on the side, when you view the page with 
one or more map views.  These crosshairs can help you align what you see in the main window 
with what you see in the comparison views. You can also zoom in to see the individual pixels more 
clearly.
 

4.3 Adjust the deforestation/degradation map with the “NDFI settings”

 
The “NDFI settings” allow you to adjust the threshold of what is symbolized as deforestation (in 
red), degradation (in yellow), or forest (in green). Experiment with the threshold values by moving 
the range breaks left and right, and choosing a good representation for the particular cell you are 
validating.
 
1. Mouse over the “NDFI settings” in the upper-right corner.
 
You will see the settings, as shown below. (The actual range values you see may differ than the one 
pictured here.)
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2. Make sure that “degradation”, “deforestation”, “forest”, and “deforested” are all checked 

under “NDFI visibility”. Each of these show a different thing on the map:
 degradation: areas that are currently degraded forests -- the range values you choose should 

make all degraded areas appear as YELLOW on the map.
 deforestation: areas that are currently deforested areas -- the range values you choose 

should make all deforested areas appear as RED on the map.
 forest: areas that are currently standing forest -- the range values you choose should make 

all forest areas appear as GREEN on the map.
 old deforestation: areas that were previously deforested.

 
3. Move the left and right threshold breaks to change the thresholds of what appears to be 

deforested, degraded, and forest. The default thresholds were defined emperically to detect 
forest changes by deforestaiton and forest degradation. You will make small adjustments to the 
default thresholds using the imagery and data in the comparison maps as well as contextual 
information (shape and size of polygons, relative location of polygons to previously deforested 
areas, and cloud noise).

 

 The NDFI range values have been scaled from -1-to-1 to 0-to-200
 

 
 
You should not continue to the next step until you are happy with the NDFI 
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thresholds that you have chosen!
 
 

 5    VALIDATE THE AUTOMATED CLASSIFICATION
 
Once you have settled on the thresholds in the NDFI settings, you can choose between two methods 
to validate that an area is deforestation or degradation.

5.1 Validate a polygon with the Selection Wand tool
 
1. Click on the Selection Wand tool in the toolbar.

 
 
2. Click on a patch of a single color (red or yellow which represents deforestation or degradation, 

respectively). A white line appears around the patch, showing that it is selected.
 Click on a RED patch to confirm that it is deforested.
 Click on a YELLOW patch to confirm that it is degraded.
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3. Click on as many patches that you would like to confirm as deforestation or degradation.
 

You can use the side views to help make your decisions.
 

5.2 Validate a polygon with the Draw Polygon tool
 
1. Click on the Draw Polygon tool in the toolbar.

 

2.
Click the DEF button, ,  to draw a polygon that defines an area as DEFORESTATION 
(DEF).

 
3. Draw a polygon by clicking on the map around an area that is deforested. You must close the 

polygon by clicking on first node you created. Once you close the polygon, the color will turn red, 
and the polygon will be validated as deforestation.
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You must close the polygon by clicking on the first node you created for the polygon.

 

4.
Click the DEG button, , to draw a polygon that defines an area as DEGRADATION 
(DEG).

 
5. Draw a polygon on the map, and close the polygon by clicking on first node you created. This 

time, the color will turn yellow -- the polygon will be validated as degradation.
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When you draw a polygon to label as deforestation or degradation, be sure to 
only draw on the pixels that you want to validate. ANY pixels that intersect the 
polygon will be labeled accordingly. Zoom in to draw a more precise polygon!

 
6. Using the Selection Wand tool and the Draw Polygon tool, validate more areas as either 

deforestation or degradation.
 
7. If you would like to delete a polygon that you have selected or drawn, click on the trash button, 

and click on a polygon you created. This will delete the polygon permanently.
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8. If you would like to add a note regarding a cell, click on the NOTES link in the upper-right corner.
 

 
The NOTES window appears, and you can enter a note that will be saved with the cell, and then 
click “ADD NOTE.”
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9. When you are finished validating the map-cell, click “DONE.”  Once you have closed a map-cell, 

you can no longer edit it. Now, when other users see this closed cell on the map, it will appear 
dark. Cells that have been worked on, but not closed, have a striped pattern. Cells that have 
been closed appear dark.
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 6    CREATE A REPORT DEFORESTATION OR DEGRADATION

6.1 Sign in if needed

 
1. If you are already signed in, click on the REPORTING tab in the upper-right corner of the website. 

This opens the reporting tool.
 
If you are not already signed in, go to http://sad-training.appspot.com, and click “Sign in” and log in 
with your Google Account. Then make sure you are viewing the REPORTING tab in the upper-right 
corner of the website.
 
You will see a map of Brazil with several boundary layers appearing on the map, including state 
conservation areas, federal conservation areas, and indigenous territories:

 

6.2 Change the layers and search for a location

 
1. Change the layers that you see in the map view by clicking on the ‘Change Visible Layers’ button 

in the upper-right hand corner of the map.
 
2. You can make the following layers visible (or not visible) by checking (or unchecking) the 

box next to the layer name. For example, keep Legal Amazon, Indigenous Land, and State 
Conservation checked, but uncheck Federal Conservation.
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3. Click the magnifying glass to search for a location in the Amazon, such as a city, state, or 

protected area. In the example below, we search for “Sinop”.
 

4. Click on the result you want, and you will zoom to this location.

6.3 Download a report
 
There are three methods to download a report of deforestation and degradation: for an entire 
dataset, for an individual polygon, and for a custom polygon that you create.
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METHOD #1: Get a report of an entire dataset
 
1. Mouse over temporal range, and adjust the time slider by clicking-and-dragging the beginning 

and end of the time frame that you would like your report to encompass.

 
2. Click “DOWNLOAD REPORT”.

A window appears which allows you to select the dataset for which you would like to download a 
report.
 
3. Choose “STATE CONSERVATION” as the dataset for which you want to download a report.
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4. Click the DOWNLOAD button.

 
5. Choose the location where you want to save your CSV file, and click Save. When you open your 
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CSV file, you will see a spreadsheet report of the start and end dates, as well as amount of area 
deforested and degraded.

 
METHOD #2: Get a report of an individual polygon
 
1. Mouse over temporal range, and adjust the time slider by clicking-and-dragging the beginning 

and end of the time frame that you would like your report to encompass.

 
2. Choose what layers you want to make visible.
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3. Click on a polygon for which you want to download a report, and click on REPORT.
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4. Click the DOWNLOAD button.
5. Choose the location where you want to save your CSV file, and click Save. When you open your 

CSV file, you will see a spreadsheet report of the start and end dates, as well as amount of area 
deforested and degraded.

 
 
METHOD #3: Get a report of a custom polygon
 
1. Mouse over temporal range, and adjust the time slider by clicking-and-dragging the beginning 

and end of the time frame that you would like your report to encompass.
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2. Draw a polygon of the area for which you want a report. You must close the polygon by clicking 

on first node you created. When you close the polygon, a info balloon pops up. Click REPORT.
 
You must close the polygon by clicking on the first node you created for the polygon.
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3. Click on DOWNLOAD.
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4. Choose the location where you want to save your CSV file, and click Save. When you open your 
CSV file, you will see a spreadsheet report of the start and end dates, as well as amount of area 
deforested and degraded.
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